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About This Game

General Information

Juan Torres and his family were the target of an uncountable number of rumors and several disappearances that took place in El
Chacal, a small village of around 4,800 inhabitants, located in the arid mountainous region of Salta, a province of Argentina.

Among the stories spread around the surrounding villages, legends involving cannibalism, black magic, sects and all kinds of
superstitions were heard.

It was also said that Juan Torres was the heir of a large fortune and, somehow, with no claim raised against him, he and his
family managed to control the entire town and establish their own law.

The family was made up of Juan, Celia Torres and his only child, Jeronimo.

----

Doorways is an episodic game, it's divided in three parts and they can be played separately:

Doorways: Prelude (Chapter 1 & 2):

http://store.steampowered.com/app/248470/
Doorways: The Underworld (Chapter 3):
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/311250/
Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh (Chapter 4):

http://store.steampowered.com/app/383930/
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doorways holy mountains of flesh gameplay español. doorways holy mountains of flesh descargar. doorways holy mountains of
flesh. doorways holy mountains of flesh gameplay. doorways holy mountains of flesh school. doorways holy mountains of flesh
update. doorways holy mountains of flesh guia. doorways holy mountains of flesh ovagames. doorways holy mountains of flesh
book puzzle. descargar doorways holy mountains of flesh mega. doorways holy mountains of flesh download. doorways holy
mountains of flesh mega. doorways holy mountains of flesh trailer. doorways holy mountains of flesh walkthrough. doorways
holy mountains of flesh review. doorways holy mountains of flesh steam. doorways holy mountains of flesh wiki

Let's keep this simple, if your an old-school Dungeon Master and/or Eye of the Beholder fan or similar ilk, then this game will
"itch that scratch" with some limited appeal.

It's a fairly basic dungeon crawler with auto-mapping built in and a variety of hidden secrets, basic puzzles and usually one-on-
one monster encounters with a scattering of "boss encounters" which lock your movement down to a static fight.

You can create you party of 4 from a selection of hero's including the usual "Warriors, Mages, Clerics & Rogues" to more
varied "Monks, Paladins, Beserker's" for example and you have a splattering of stats to allocate to each. However when you
level-up those stats are predetermined/allocated as are the new skills/spells learnt.

Story is non existant, the music is actually quite good/fitting with the game. The dungeon tilesets are also good as are the
monster animations. Sound is also of decent quality and fits right in.

I completed the game in all 3 difficulty modes to get 100% achievements as was easy to attain.

So to summarise, I would give it a 7.5/10, get on sale where possible and "Get bashing those heads"

Regards,. Hope Lake is a pretty dodgy HoG. There's a lot of laughable logic (which is nothing new for the genre, to be fair),
mislabeled items in the hidden object scenes (which is annoying AF), weird word usage ("caster" instead of "wheel" - though I
guess it's nice for expanding your vocabulary) and the same song plays from beginning to end. The art is nice enough at least,
the puzzles were fine, and the story was okay. It didn't smack you over the head with explanations, but I actually kind of missed
the usual narmy *find clue* "Gasp! This must be why the villain is such and such!".

Anyway, if you play a ton of HoGs just kind of on principle, this is perfectly acceptable, but there's a lot better out there. I wish
there was a "take it or leave it" option, but I guess I'll go with not recommended since I'm not exactly raring to get people to play
it. I'm just trying to make leaving reviews a habit from now on.. What a bargain! Only 2 dollars at this time! Fantastic user
interface, nice library of models to populate a scene. Terrain editor is fun to work with, multiple terrains can be patched
together to create vast landscapes. The rigged human model is easy to pose in VR. Wow! I am thoroughly impressed. Still
exploring and learning how to utilize this software,but enjoying doing so. It would be nice if the publisher had some tutorial
videos but this is not overly difficult to figure out. I am a big fan of VR software that allows the user to create enviornments:
Modbox, Diorama Worlds, World Builder, SculptVR, Climbey are all worth checking out. StageX has some features that
surpass the other software mentioned.

I am adding a link to some video I recorded while in App\/Game https:\/\/youtu.be\/LhybT12FiT0. dead as a door nail so no just
no wont get your 99 cents worth. Nice game. Would play again.. Just great fun.
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If you are fan of Tetris but looking something more challenging, but again simple, search no more, this is the game for you. It
got 3 different game modes and the goal is to connect 4 or more cubes ( same color) in order to pass levels and get more points.
I am looking forward to see more powerups and modes.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=711382541. What is with the control setup? It's like someone with a
massive head injury was hired to program the controls.. This is a really charming game. It has a very present sense of identity.
Contols are generally pretty good, graphics are vibrant and stylish, the music is very relaxing and well-done. The story is a nice
change of pace from the hack'n'slash or shoot-everything-that-moves tropes, and goes a long way to set a serene atmosphere.

I've noticed some use the term metroidvania to descsribe this title... I'm not sure I agree with that. It does have pregression to
new areas by backtracking through older areas but the progression is through found keys and flipped switches rather than new
abilities\/mechanics not previously avaiable. Maybe nit-picky on my part, and I don't mean it as a mark against the game. The
exploration is rather fun and the levels are interestingly designed. The primary means of progression is through finding and
collecting crystals, and it may take several re-visits to a given area to find them all... some areas have hidden entrances from
later parts of the game and others are simply well hidden.

I noticed some reviewers have complained about the worm sections. The worm controls like the supersheep in worms. It is
constantly moving forward and the player turns it left or right. But it moves through the ground and assumes a parabolic
trajectory out of the ground. Some of the objectives while controlling the worm are out of the ground and require somewhat
precise arcs. I actually enjoyed these parts, as it was an interesting change of pace, and occasionally rather challenging.

I didn't particularly like the last boss fight. I found myself dying a lot due to the a rubber-band kind of effect with how the
player moves in the fight sequence and unclear boundaries to the arena, and found it difficult to time my attacks due to the how
the player's weapon functions. However, in the end (and after probably 30+ deaths), I did make it through.

In the end, I rather enjoyed the game and would love to see more from this developer. This is exactly the kind of game I think
of when I think of indies. It is designed with a lot of love and heart, and this shows through when playing the game.. quot;Should
I buy this game?" That's the most important question to answer in a review, I think, and I'll answer that first: Probably. If you're
even looking at the reviews for this game, chances are that you like the overall concept of it. Given that, yes, you absolutely
should buy it. The gameplay is well-balanced and intuitive, the options are truly varied, and the old-school JRPG feeling really
shines on here. A lot of love and a lot of learning have gone into this, and it shows.

Now, to be a bit more specific:

Visuals - Fantastic. Great art, very clear and quite pretty. Solid readability when encountering new things.
Music - Varies. Sometimes it's great, sometimes it's jarring, and many of the choices made here were just plain bizarre.
Balance - Wonderful. You have the freedom to choose how you want to play, and cleverness will be rewarded.
Replay - High. The various combinations for the main team, as well as some in-story decisions, invite exploration.
Writing - Good. It's really quite strong in a few spots, but my socks were not knocked off.
Clarity - Good. If you read the strategy guide at all, bump that up to Near Perfect.

Overall: Very highly recommended. I've really enjoyed my time spent in this game, and plan to spend much more. If you happen
to find this game on sale or in a bundle, then pick it up even if it seems like it's not your thing. The game is just that good.. not
bad but i wanna more weeb... I've gotten a few puzzle games lately that were disappointing, but Anode wasn't one of them. If
this sounds like the kind of thing you'd be interested in, you almost certainly won't be disappointed.

The game is similar to Tetris or Columns and whatnot in that rows of colored blocks fall from the sky, but there are different
mechanics. To match colors you don't just have to get them orthogonally adjacent (left, right, up and down), but diagonally
works too. Matches can twist and turn throughout the board. The major difference, though, is that matches can't be made until a
detonator cell of a certain color connects up. It can be of a certain color to match other colors next to it, or sometimes it's pure
white and acts a wild card that matches any color. When the detonator hits, all the adjacent matching colors explode in a chain
across the board.

There are some other add ons that dilute the process somewhat. There are also connectors that make any color on either side
link up with each other, so if, say. a red detonator is on one side it will match up and explode any color on the other side. The
only problem is it's not always easy to line matching connectors up, and if they land unconnected they are just dead cells until
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the adjacent color explodes and takes it with it. Certain long chains of explosions also earn you power ups, so you can remove
the lowest row, erase half of all of a certain color on the screen or randomly turn some cells into a detonator. They're activated
by hitting enter, and usually there's enough stuff moving on screen that I don't have a chance to see what the power ups are. I
just hit enter whenever there is a bunch of power ups collected. When the board is mostly empty that can be a waste though.
These functions could maybe stand to be streamlined in some way, but the only option I've seen is just to turn them off before
the game starts.

All in all, it's certainly worth the money, on sale or not.. This is a joke, right? I hope I got this in a bundle. I hope I didn't pay
actual money for this.

Okay, so anyway, it's basically an extremely short Hatoful Boifriend, with disgusting characters, and a whopping 1 dialogue
choice right at the end that determines if you get the gross end where you end up with the grasshopper-headed freak or get
straight-up murdered.

Don't pay actual money for this.. I haven't played an RPG Maker game since people were using RPG Maker '98... Personally, I
like even amateur games like this, knowing that someone went through some effort to write a story and use this medium to
express their creativity. It isn't perfect, but it is fun. I splurged and bought the Deluxe Edition, and appreciated the additional
manga and pictures. In time, I think this developer will come out with something even greater. Until then, I'm enjoying this.

Edit: In an attempt to make this review more helpful, I'm going to give details. I like that the game has multiple difficulty
settings. I started playing in the hardest mode and find it challenging, but not TOO hard. For flaws, yes, there are spelling and
grammar errors spread out. If you're looking for a deep story, it might not be here. (I'm playing this to the end and I'll update as
I find more depth.)
Having not played an RPG Maker game in a long time, I like this game's combat system. You have Mana and TP, giving more
variety to kinds of attacks you can use. I think the TP regenerates on its own as time goes by, but Mana has to be regenerated
with potions.
I like how your characters hit twice, though the enemies take damage as though it's one hit. Each character can use 2 weapons at
the same time, so you can attack with fire\/ice at the same time, or normal\/dark. Switching up weapons can make a character's
attack weaker or stronger, depending on the enemy.
There is a crafting system. Though items seem to drop on Rare occasions, and I don't know whether you can collect them in the
world (oh, if I could just chop a tree for wood!), it adds a fun dimension to shopping. As I found out from my first experience,
you have to pay attention. A little red bar fills up, and you have to left-click as soon as it turns green to successfully craft an
item. If you fail, you gain some crafting XP, but the items are gone forever. SAVE before trying this.
Also, there are fun test puzzles throughout the game, the first few dealing with pushing\/pulling orbs around and getting to an
exit. The rewards tend to be small, but potions come in handy.
Like the days of Dragon Quest, a level-up is a long way off, and earning money is hard (at least in the most difficult setting. I
don't know if it changes on easier settings.), but I enjoy the grind and the effort that went into creating original characters..
Seems like a really cool game, but the lack of a comprehensive tutorial means I'll never know. In my opinion, this game gets an
F. It's super complicated, and doesn't have a tutorial. The only way to play it is to bash around and figure out what everything
does. 20 years ago that would have made it an awesome, awesome game. Today it makes it a really ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.. I Didnt
really like it, the story and the game itself arent really good, the grapics are dope tho!, if it had more story and more game
content, it would be cool.

News on “El Chacal – Part 3” (v0.5.0):
Hello everybody! How have you been all this time?

We’ve been a bit absent and with some internal issues, but losing no time and working hard for you on what is left in Doorways
:)

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_59.jpg

Today we have some new screenshots to share from a major update coming in the next weeks. We’re talking about 'El Chacal –
Part 3'.

This will be the last episode before the final Act: 'The Temple', which will conclude the Doorways series, meaning that the game
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would be reaching its final release (leaving Early Access).

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_60.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/Sections/Media/Screenshots/FullRes/doorways_screenshot_63.jpg

Hope you like what you see and get ready for what’s coming inside The Temple…

The team at Saibot Studios. v.0.2.0 Coming next Thursday (Oct 15th):
IN ENGLISH

Hello there!

Just wanted to let you guys know that we're going to make the update for the v.0.2.0 next Thursday: Octover 15th!

This one includes the transition ("El Chacal - Part 1"):

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_04.jpg

And also some fixes and upgrades in general.

Stay tuned and don't forget to follow us for more news:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoorwaysGame
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DoorwaysGame
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+DoorwaysgameOfficial

Thank you!

The team at Saibot Studios

----

EN ESPAÑOL

¡Hola a todos!

Solo queríamos hacerles saber que el próximo jueves 15 de Octubre vamos a estar subiendo la actualización a la versión 0.2.0.

Esta incluye el mapa de transición ("El Chacal - Parte 1"):

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_04.jpg

También incluiremos algunas mejoras y arreglos en general.

Estén al tanto y no dejen de seguirnos en nuestras redes sociales para más actualizaciones:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DoorwaysGame
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DoorwaysGame
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+DoorwaysgameOfficial

¡Muchas gracias!

El equipo de Saibot Studios. Act 2: The Mansion is LIVE! (v0.4.0):
Hello everybody!

We're glad to announce that the Second Act of the game: The Mansion is available to play RIGHT NOW!
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/383930

This one has some hardcore puzzles and one of the most terrifying creatures in the Doorways saga!

You will be facing the mind of Celia Torres, the wife (and sister) of Juan Torres (The Roaster).

Here some screenshots:

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Act-2-Release-Announcement/Highres/act_2_screenshot_09.jpg
http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Act-2-Release-Announcement/Highres/act_2_screenshot_10.jpg
http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Act-2-Release-Announcement/Highres/act_2_screenshot_11.jpg
http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/Act-2-Release-Announcement/Highres/act_2_screenshot_12.jpg

Hope you guys like it!

The team at Saibot Studios. Saibot Studios Video Update - November, 2015:
IN ENGLISH

Hello everybody, we want to share you some news about the game status.

The video is in our language (Spanish) but we added the respective English subtitles just for you. You maybe need to turn them
on:
https://youtu.be/kiO0D0Fxxlg
Take care!

The team at Saibot Studios

----

EN ESPAÑOL

Hola a todos, queremos compartirles algunas actualizaciones sobre el juego:
https://youtu.be/kiO0D0Fxxlg
¡Saludos!

El equipo de Saibot Studios. "El Chacal" - New Screenshots:
IN ENGLISH

Hello everybody! How have you been all this time?

We’ve been doing well, working hard on Act 2 and on the Transition Map.

What is the Transition Map?

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_01.jpg

As we mentioned, there’re going to be a total of three Acts in the game (The School, The Mansion and The Temple), but there’s
actually another scenery in the game.

We’re talking about El Chacal, the town which is the transition between the houses, parks and the main places in the story (the
three Acts).

But this map isn’t just an ordinary level, since it’s part of the Doorways universe.
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El Chacal is a group of floating islands over fire and magma, in a desolated world of flames.

That’s right, if you don’t believe us, here is a top view:

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/town_presentation.jpg

(more screenshots on the bottom)

El Chacal will be visited at the beginning of the game and after finishing each Act.

In the next update we’ll be sharing you the first part of El Chacal: just before entering into The School. Then, in future updates
you will revisit the town, then the Second Act, and so on.

Thank you for keeping supporting us and hope you like what it’s coming,

The team at Saibot Studios

----

EN ESPAÑOL

¡Hola a todos! ¿Cómo han estado todo este tiempo?

Por acá venimos muy bien, trabajando de lleno en el Acto 2 y en el Mapa de Transición.

¿Qué es el Mapa de Transición?

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_01.jpg

Si bien, y como antes les comentamos, el juego está compuesto por tres Actos (La Escuela, La Mansión y El Templo), hay
también un nivel más.

Se trata del pueblo de El Chacal, que comunica las casas de los pueblerinos, con el centro, la plaza y los lugares de importancia
de la historia (los tres Actos).

Pero dicho escenario no es un pueblo ordinario, dado que éste pertenece al universo de Doorways: El Chacal es un rejunte de
islas flotando sobre fuego y brasas en un mundo desolado y en llamas.

Así es, por si no nos creen, acá pueden ver una vista aérea:

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/town_presentation.jpg

(más imágenes abajo de todo)

El Chacal será visitado al comienzo del juego y luego de concluir cada Acto.

En la próxima actualización, estaremos publicando la primera parte de El Chacal: justo antes de entrar a La Escuela. Más
adelante se visitará nuevamente el pueblo, luego el Acto 2 y así sucesivamente.

Gracias a todos por el apoyo y esperamos les guste lo que está por venir,

El equipo de Saibot Studios

----
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Screenshots:

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_02.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_03.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_04.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_05.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_06.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_07.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_08.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_09.jpg

http://www.doorwaysgame.com/External/Steam/Chapter4/ElChacalNewScreenshots/HighRes/screenshot_town_10.jpg. First
2017 Update from Saibot Studios!:
Hello everybody! How have you been?

We have the first update for 2017 at Saibot Studios :)

Check it out from our Facebook clicking the image below:

https://www.facebook.com/SaibotStudios/photos/a.674810032607143.1073741825.377418755679607/1301935353227938

Take care!

The team at Saibot Studios. Build Update v0.2.1:
IN ENGLISH

Hello people,

We did a quick update (v0.2.1), you can Verify the Cache if you didn't get the update.

There were some "framedrops" in "El Chacal".

We changed the optimization method here. We used the Occlusion Culling from Unity but looks like it has some troubles: in
close sections it worked perfect but in open areas it has those drops.

Now we're using our own methods, turning on/off areas from camera distance and looks like it's working pretty well. The
framerate is more constant now.

Let us know :)

Tobias

----

EN ESPAÑOL

Hola, gente.
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Hicimos una actualización rápida a la versión v0.2.1. Pueden verificar el Caché del juego si todavía no les llegó dicha
actualización.

Había algunas bajadas de rendimiento en "El Chacal".

Cambiamos entonces el método de optimización.
Usábamos el Occlusion Culling de Unity, pero se ve que este traía algunos problemas: en lugares cerrados andaba
perfectamente, pero en áreas abiertas tenía estas bajadas de rendimiento.

Ahora estamos usando nuestro propio método, prendiendo y apagando áreas según la distancia de la cámara y parece que va
mucho mejor.

Hágannos saber cómo les anda a ustedes :)

Tobias. On Sale! And v0.3.0 Coming Next Thursday!:
Hey everybody!

We want to let you know that all Doorways games are on sale right now!

Also, the new build which inlcudes El Chacal - Part 2, the Third Person View option, visual improvements, and more, is coming
next Thursday: December 17th.

Doorways: Prelude (-80% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/248470/
Doorways: The Underworld (-65% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/311250/
Doorways: Chapters 1 to 3 Collection (-70% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/sub/48191/

Doorways: Holy Mountains of Flesh (-50% OFF):
http://store.steampowered.com/app/383930/
Take care!

The team at Saibot Studios
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